
System of Trust Supply Chain Risks (RC-2) Supply Risks

(RC-8) Supply Hygiene Risks

(RC-214) Supply (product) Resilience Risks

(RC-487) Hardware supply (product) resilience risks

(RC-497) ICT hardware supply (product) interoperability risks (RF-645) ICT hardware supply (product) is prone to communications failures when placed in the operation environment.

(RC-490) ICT hardware supply (product) cybersecurity resilience risks

(RF-630) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot recover from cyber stresses

(RF-628) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot adapt to cyber attacks

(RF-625) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot withstand cyber attacks

(RF-629) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot recover from adverse cyber conditions

(RF-623) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot withstand adverse cyber conditions

(RF-624) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot withstand cyber stresses

(RF-626) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot adapt to adverse cyber conditions

(RF-627) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot adapt to cyber stresses

(RF-631) ICT hardware supply (product) cannot recover from cyber attacks

(RC-498) ICT hardware supply (product) safety risks
(RF-646) ICT hardware supply (product) fails in an unsafe manner.

(RF-647) ICT hardware supply (product) fails in an insecure manner.

(RC-494) ICT hardware supply (product) robustness risks

(RF-641) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to overcome reasonably expected environmental conditions.

(RF-639) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to overcome reasonably expected errors.

(RF-640) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to overcome reasonably expected faults.

(RC-493) ICT hardware supply (product) tamper tolerance risks

(RF-638) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to demonstrate a Root of Trust for upgrade &/or maintenance.

(RF-637) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to demonstrate a Root of Trust for runtime.

(RF-635) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to demonstrate a Root of Trust for instantiation from a known good state.

(RF-636) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to demonstrate a Root of Trust for boot.

(RF-634) ICT hardware supply (product) unable to resist tampering.

(RC-495) ICT hardware supply (product) capacity risks (RF-644) ICT hardware supply (product) is prone to defects and age related failures before its intended useful life span. 

(RC-491) ICT hardware supply (product) survivability risks
(RF-633) ICT hardware supply (product) is not able to remain mission capable after a single engagement.

(RF-632) ICT hardware supply (product) is fragile and unable to function after minor kinetic attacks.

(RC-499) Pharma supply (product) resilience risks

(RC-500) Foodstuff supply (product) resilience risks

(RC-213) Supply (product) Security Risks

(RC-533) Inappropriate supply (product) exposure or exploitation

(RF-392) Supply (product) availability on gray market

(RF-407) Supply (product) clone availability on gray market

(RF-406) Supply (product) Exploitation

(RF-393) Supply (Product) counterfeit availability on gray market

(RF-305) Lack of appropriate network segmentation and isolation for supply (product) manufacture to prevent access from network based adversaries

(RC-531) Inadequate security training and certification for 
information systems users or managers involved in supply 
(product).

(RF-295) Supply (product) manufacture does not have a designated cyber/information security manager holding a relevant certification from an industry-recognized authority.

(RF-310) Users of information systems used for supply (product) manufacture do not receive cybersecurity training.

(RC-502) Hardware supply (product) security risks (RC-238) ICT hardware supply (product) security risks

(RC-513) ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) security risks

(RF-710) ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) has been tampered with during integration.

(RF-707) Fabrication tooling for ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) has been tampered with.

(RF-703) ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) is susceptible to radiation (not rad-hardened/fail rad test).

(RF-704) ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) is susceptible to heat (not insulated/fail thermal test).

(RF-708) Fabrication process for ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) has been tampered with.

(RF-709) ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) packaging has been tampered with.

(RF-705) ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) is susceptible to magnetic fields (not non-ferrous/fail mag test).

(RF-706) Designs for ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) have been tampered with.

(RC-27) ICT hardware chip supply (product) security risks

(RF-11) Foundry not a participant in DoD’s Trusted Foundry/Trusted Supplier Program

(RF-26) Lack of the appropriate network segmentation and isolation for chip supply (product) fabrication to prevent access 
from network based adversaries.

(RF-100) Chip supply (product) fabrication does not have a designated cyber/information security manager holding a 
relevant certification from an industry-recognized authority.

(RF-7) Users of foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication do not receive cybersecurity training.

(RF-13) Inadequate protection for controlled unclassified information on foundry information systems used for chip supply 
(product) fabrication.

(RF-9) Sensitive information relevant to chip supply (product) fabrication not encrypted while in electronic transit.

(RF-8) Sensitive information stored on foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication not encrypted.

(RF-10) Sensitive information in digital form relevant to chip supply (product) fabrication not encrypted while in physical transit.

(RF-6) Users not required to set strong passwords on foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication.

(RF-51) Foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication running anti-malware software are not running current versions.

(RF-4) Misconfigured access controls on foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication.

(RF-12) Information on foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication not backed up regularly.

(RF-5) Weak identification and authentication controls on foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication.

(RF-25) Foundry information systems used for chip supply (product) fabrication do not run anti-malware software.

(RF-3) Foundry information system software used for chip supply (product) fabrication not kept current.

(RC-44) ICT hardware board supply (product) security risks

(RF-102) Printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture does not have a designated cyber/information security manager holding a 
relevant certification from an industry-recognized authority.

(RF-97) Users of information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture do not receive cybersecurity training.

(RF-68) Sensitive information not encrypted while in electronic transit either to or from information systems used for printed circuit board 
supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-67) Sensitive information stored on information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture not encrypted.

(RF-71) Sensitive information in digital form relevant to printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture not encrypted while in physical transit 
either to or from printed circuit board manufacturer.

(RF-111) Inadequate protection for controlled unclassified information on information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-95) Lack of appropriate network segmentation and isolation for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture to prevent access from network 
based adversaries.

(RF-76) Information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture do not run anti-malware software.

(RF-93) Information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture running anti-malware software are not running current versions.

(RF-94) Information on information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture not backed up regularly.

(RF-63) Users not required to set strong passwords on information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-69) Misconfigured access controls on information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-70) Information system software used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture not kept current.

(RF-98) Weak identification and authentication controls on information systems used for printed circuit board supply (product) manufacture.

(RC-515) Pharma supply (product) security risks

(RC-239) Software supply (product) security risks

(RC-239) Software supply (product) security risks

(RC-524) Software supply (product) secure build risks

(RF-734) Insufficient consistency of software supply (product) build process

(RF-735) Insufficient security protection of software supply (product) build process

(RF-733) Choices of software supply (product) build toolchain insufficiently justified for security

(RF-732) Inadequate security design of software supply (product) build process

(RC-522) Software supply (product) code analysis risks

(RF-725) Inadequate software static analysis of software supply (product) 

(RF-726) Inadequate software dynamic analysis of software supply (product) 

(RF-727) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software code analysis findings for software supply (product) 

(RF-724) Inadequate Manual-Pattern secure code review of software supply (product) 

(RF-732) Inadequate security design of software supply (product) build process

(RC-528) Third party supply (product) component risks (RC-529) Open source software risks for software supply (product)

(RF-750) Open-source software used for software supply (product) is not fuzz tested to detect defects and vulnerabilities in code.

(RF-747) Inadequate maintenance for open source software for software supply (product) 

(RF-751) Open-source software used for software supply (product) is not independently checked for malicious behavior before changes are committed.

(RF-752) Pull requests to Open-source software used for software supply (product) are not reviewed for malicious behavior.

(RF-745) Insufficient security testing of open source software for software supply (product) 

(RF-749) Open-source software used for software supply (product) contains unexpected binaries containing executable code that may be malicious.

(RF-748) Open-source software used for software supply (product) has not been recently updated and may not be secure.

(RF-746) Inadequate contribution control for open source software for software supply (product) 

(RF-744) Insufficient security review of open source software for software supply (product) 

(RF-743) Insufficient security vetting of third party software supply (product) components

(RC-521) Software supply (product) coding language risks
(RF-722) Choices of utilized coding languages for software supply (product) insufficiently justified for security

(RF-723) Utilization of insufficiently secure coding languages for software supply (product) 

(RC-527) Software supply (product) pedigree and provenance risks
(RF-741) Insufficient visibility and transparency of software supply (product) pedigree and provenance

(RF-742) Insufficient management of software supply (product) pedigree and provenance

(RC-520) Software supply (product) architecture and design security risks

(RF-720) Insufficient software supply (product) threat modeling

(RF-718) Insufficient software supply (product) design security review

(RF-717) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software supply (product) architecture security review findings for software supply (product) 

(RF-716) Insufficient software supply (product) architecture security review

(RF-719) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software supply (product) design security review findings for software supply (product) 

(RF-721) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software supply (product) threat modeling findings for software supply (product) 

(RC-518) Software supply (product) security process risks

(RF-712) Software supply (product) developed with an inadequately implemented software secure development lifecycle (SDLC) 

(RF-713) Software supply (product) developed with an insufficiently effective software secure development lifecycle (SDLC) 

(RF-711) Software supply (product) developed with an inadequately specified software secure development lifecycle (SDLC) 

(RC-523) Software supply (product) security testing risks

(RF-731) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software security testing findings of software supply (product) 

(RF-729) Inadequate fuzz testing of software supply (product) 

(RF-728) Inadequate security testing of software supply (product) 

(RF-730) Inadequate penetration testing of software supply (product) 

(RC-526) Software supply (product) secure update risks
(RF-740) Insufficient security protection of software supply (product) update process

(RF-78) Insufficient software supply (product) update process 

(RC-519) Software supply (product) security requirements risks
(RF-715) Inadequate software supply (product) security requirements review 

(RF-714) Inadequate consistency in explicit specification of security requirements for software supply (product) 

(RC-525) Software supply (product) secure integration and deployment risks

(RF-737) Insufficient security protection of software supply (product) integration and deployment process

(RF-736) Inadequate security design of software supply (product) integration and deployment process

(RF-296) Supply (product) manufacturer information system software not kept current

(RF-294) Misconfigured access controls on information systems used for supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-297) Information systems used for supply (product) manufacture do not run anti-malware software

(RF-293) Information on information systems used for supply (product) manufacture not backed up regularly

(RF-309) Users not required to set strong passwords on manufacturer information systems used for supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-298) Information systems used for supply (product) manufacture running anti-malware software are not running current versions

(RF-311) Weak identification and authentication controls on manufacturer information systems used for supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-306) Sensitive information in digital form relevant to supply (product) manufacture not encrypted while in physical transit either to or from supply (product) manufacturer.

(RF-292) Inadequate protection for controlled unclassified information on information systems used for supply (product) manufacture.

(RF-307) Sensitive information relevant to supply (product) manufacture not encrypted while in electronic transit either to or from supply (product) manufacturer information systems

(RF-308) Sensitive information stored on information systems used for supply (product) manufacture not encrypted.

(RC-201) Supply (product) Quality Risks

(RC-485) Foodstuff supply (product) quality risks

(RC-215) Supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RC-474) Foodstuff supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RC-234) ICT hardware supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RC-237) ICT hardware board supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RF-608) ICT hardware board requirements lack structured test and evaluation

(RF-66) ICT hardware boards fail to meet requirements

(RF-607) ICT hardware board requirements lack explicit documentation

(RF-284) ICT hardware fails to meet requirements

(RC-45) ICT hardware device supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RF-65) ICT hardware device fails to meet requirements

(RF-611) ICT hardware device requirements lack structured test and evaluation

(RF-610) ICT hardware device requirements lack explicit documentation

(RF-613) ICT hardware requirements lack structured test and evaluation

(RF-612) ICT hardware requirements lack explicit documentation

(RC-232) Software supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RF-280) Software fails to meet requirements

(RF-618) Software requirements lack explicit documentation

(RC-233) Software (firmware/bitstream) supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RF-615) Firmware/bitstream software requirements lack explicit documentation

(RF-74) Firmware/bitstream software fails to meet requirements

(RF-616) Firmware/bitstream software requirements lack structured test and evaluation

(RF-619) Software requirements lack structured test and evaluation

(RC-473) Pharma supply (product) quality requirements risks

(RC-217) Software supply (product) quality risks

(RC-87) Inadequate software consistency

(RF-126) Are there quantitative accuracy requirements stated in the paper documentation for all software I/O operations?

(RF-122) Is there a definition of standard I/O handling in the paper documentation?

(RF-125) Does the paper documentation establish software accuracy requirements for all operations?

(RF-117) Are there consistent software global, unit, and data type definitions?

(RF-132) Are naming standards consistent across code languages (i.e., SQL, GUI, Ada, C, and FORTRAN)?

(RF-124) Is there a standard for software function naming in the paper documentation?

(RF-129) Are naming standards consistent across software inter-process communication (IPC) calls?

(RF-121) Is there a representation of the software design in the paper documentation?

(RF-130) Is the software implemented in accordance with its design documentation?

(RF-127) Are there quantitative accuracy requirements stated in the paper documentation for all constants?

(RF-120) Is there a consistent implementation of external I/O protocol and format for all code units?

(RF-116) Are software code naming conventions consistent for functional groupings?

(RF-131) Are naming conventions consistent for software data types (e.g., constant, Boolean) etc.?

(RF-123) Are data naming standards specified in the paper documentation?

(RF-128) Are the naming conventions in the software code consistent for usage (e.g., I/O)?

(RC-37) Inadequate software design simplicity

(RF-190) Is the code segmented into procedure bodies that can be understood easily?

(RF-194) Do all Boolean expressions in the code avoid referring to both a predicate and its complement?

(RF-189) Is the software database (DB) interaction properly isolated?

(RF-193) Have all Boolean expressions in the code been parenthesized to clarify mixed operator evaluations?

(RF-188) Is the source code of low complexity (e.g., McCabe Cyclomatic…)?

(RF-187) Do all software modules have singular entry and exit and avoid unconditional branching internally?

(RF-184) Does the code avoid making non-linear jumps into or out of loops?

(RF-191) Is all use of self-modifying code fully documented and justified?

(RF-186) Do all software inter-process communications (IPCs) communicate over unique channels?

(RF-185) Does the code avoid modifying loop indices?

(RF-192) Have all software procedures been structured to avoid excessive nesting?

(RC-42) Inadequate software independence

(RF-135) Are the languages and interface libraries selected standardized and portable (i.e., ANSI…)? 

(RF-134) Are system dependent functions, etc., in stand-alone modules (not embedded in the code)?

(RF-133) Is the software free of machine, operating system, and vendor specific extensions?

(RF-138) Are the commercial software components available on other platforms in the same level of functionality?

(RF-136) Does the software avoid the need for any unique compilation in order to run (e.g., a custom post processor to “tweak” the code to run on machine X)?

(RF-137) Runtime independence of generated code

(RF-140) Does the software code avoid all usage of specific pathnames/filenames?

(RF-141) Is the software data representation machine independent?

(RC-40) Inadequate software documentation

(RF-160) Does the documentation explain the high level functionality of the system?

(RF-151) Is the documentation structured per the development plan?

(RF-163) Are the high-level flows of data into, out of, and through the system detailed?

(RF-162) Are external software interfaces and systems depicted in the documentation?

(RF-157) Does the documentation contain comprehensive descriptions of all internal software operations?

(RF-159) Does the paper documentation establish a requirement for commenting global data within a software unit to show where the data is derived, the data composition, and how the data is used?

(RF-166) Are all software environmental variables and the default values clearly defined?

(RF-161) Does the documentation layout the functional allocation of the system to Computer Program Configuration Items (CPCIs)?

(RF-153) Does the design documentation depict data flow?

(RF-165) Are all software inputs, process and outputs adequately defined in the documentation?

(RF-158) Does the documentation contain comprehensive descriptions and justification of all software esoteric processing methods?

(RF-152) Does the design documentation depict control flow to the CSU/CSC level?

(RF-155) Is the documentation adequately indexed (functionality can be easily located in the code)?

(RF-164) Does the documentation discuss/rationalize the usage of COTS, GOTS, and OS services?

(RF-156) Does the documentation contain comprehensive descriptions of all system/software interfaces?

(RF-154) Do the design documents depict the task and system initialization hierarchy/relationships?

(RC-251) Inadequate software pedigree/provenance (RF-312) Geopolitical concerns regarding software pedigree/provenance

(RC-39) Inadequate software anomaly control

(RF-179) Is the vendor's standard implementation of error handling consistently applied?

(RF-183) Are tasking and rendezvous exceptions handled in an orderly fashion?

(RF-180) Is there a defined statement of techniques for software error handling in the paper documentation?

(RF-182) Is the vendor's standard implementation of software input data handling consistently applied?

(RF-181) Is there a defined statement of techniques for tolerance of input data in the paper documentation?

(RC-38) Inadequate software modularity

(RF-143) Do the functional groupings of software units avoid calling units outside their functional area?

(RF-144) Are machine dependent and I/O functions isolated and encapsulated?

(RF-146) Has code been structured to minimize coupling to global variables?

(RF-142) Is the structure of the software design hierarchical in a top down design within tasking threads?

(RF-167) Are software symbolic constants defined in an isolated and centralized area?

(RF-145) Are all variables used exclusively for their declared purposes?

(RF-150) Have software symbolic constants been used in place of explicit ones?

(RF-148) Are all commercial software interfaces & APIs, other than GUI Builders, isolated and encapsulated?

(RF-147) Modification protection of interpreted code bodies (shell scripts and 4GL scripts) 

(RF-149) Do all software functional procedures represent one function (one-to-one function mapping)?

(RC-41) Inadequate software self-descriptiveness

(RF-171) Is a standard format for organizations of modules implemented consistently?

(RF-169) Does the software documentation standard prologue provide the following information: module name; version number; author; 
date; purpose; function; assumptions; limitations and restrictions; accuracy requirements; error handling; and COTS dependencies?

(RF-172) Are comments set off from code and of consistent style throughout?

(RF-178) Do code generation tools (screen builders, DB query tools, etc.)  produce reusable “source code” that is documented?

(RF-175) Has white space been managed for legibility and to allow identification of nesting constructs?

(RF-173) Are comments accurate and describe the “what’s and whys?”

(RF-176) Are function and variable names helpful in understanding the functionality of the code?

(RF-170) Is a standard prologue consistently implemented in code?

(RF-174) Are inputs, outputs and side effects (if any) clearly detailed for each software procedure?

(RF-177) Is any and all dead code clearly offset and the reason for its existence documented?

(RF-168) Specification of standard prologue in documentation

(RC-484) Pharma supply (product) quality risks

(RC-464) Hardware supply (product) quality risks (RC-216) ICT hardware supply (product) quality risks

(RF-599) ICT hardware supply (product) does not hold up to stress or environmental testing

(RF-603) ICT hardware microelectronic supply (product) fails electrical parametric or property testing

(RF-604) Components are improperly integrated into larger ICT hardware supply (product

(RF-598) Materials used in fabrication of ICT hardware supply (product) are not of required purity

(RF-605) ICT hardware supply (product) contains faulty logic (fails logic testing) 

(RF-597) ICT hardware supply (product) design process produces outside of specification components

(RF-601) Fabrication process produces too many ICT hardware supplies (products) out of control limits

(RF-602) Validity of ICT hardware microelectronics supply (product) 

(RF-600) Fabrication process produces ICT hardware supply (product) with material defects

(RC-77) Supply Malicious Taint

(RC-155) Supply Chain Management Integrity Risks

(RC-159) ICT Hardware Supply Chain Integrity Risks
(RF-99) Printed circuit board manufacturer receives and uses tainted chips from subsupplier

(RF-16) Chip fabrication receives and uses tainted IP core components from subsupplier

(RC-162) Software Supply Chain Integrity Risks
(RF-1093) Manufacturer outsources the functions associated with the external supply chain management for input to the manufacturing process

(RF-1094) Manufacturer outsources the functions associated with distribution or movement between manufacturing sites.

(RC-149) Manufacturing Process Integrity Risks

(RF-1051) Production quality control is inadequate to ensure product integrity

(RF-1052) Production integrity is questionable because of a lack of intermediate quality checks

(RC-28) ICT Hardware Manufacturing Process Integrity Risks

(RF-87) Printed circuit board fabrication/assembly process is not secure

(RF-1057) Chips are manufactured or assembled by equipment sourced from a non-trusted supplier

(RF-96) Chips may be tainted or maliciously tampered with

(RF-1059) Quantitative testing shows chips do not match design or intended functionality

(RF-14) Chip fabrication process is not secure

(RF-1058) Chip manufacturing process is staffed with subcontractors that are not accountable to the manufacturer

(RF-1060) Quantitative testing shows chips in produced boards do not match design or intended functionality

(RF-1050) Manufacturing of the supply depends on subcomponents sourced from a country of concern

(RC-154) Geopolitical Integrity Risks

(RF-1087) Supply (product) is identifiable as being associated with a geopolitical circumstance

(RF-27) Supply (product) is manufactured in a country of concern

(RF-1088) Supply (product) is identifiable as being associated with an environmental issue

(RC-153) Functional Integrity Risks

(RC-167) Maliciously altered functionality

(RF-1084) Manufacturer/developer has a rigorous integrity verification process but the process is not executed with a frequency appropriate to the criticality of the end use of the product

(RF-1082) Risk that supply (product) integrity is vulnerable to corrupted or compromised production process.

(RF-1083) Supplier lacks a rigorous integrity verification process for all elements of the production environment

(RC-165) Software Functional Integrity Risks

(RF-112) Software has attributes intentionally hidden by the developer and in violation of approved procedures so as to be undetectable that can be maliciously exploited

(RF-113) Software supply (product) includes components that were known to have exploitable vulnerabilities at the time it was in development

(RF-1077) Is the product known or suspected to have properties that if tampered with, expose some feature that is not intended.

(RF-1078) Is the product known or suspected to have properties that when tampered with to override some safety or quality control, make it desirable for some unintended purpose?

(RC-151) Logistics/Transportation Integrity Risks

(RF-1067) Chain of custody procedures for products in transit are not aligned with industry norms and standards

(RF-1071) Shipment risk statements are misused, miscommunicated, or misleading

(RF-1069) Chain of custody procedures are unknown, unenforced or unaudited by logistics staff.

(RF-1070) Products requiring greater security during movements and temporary storage are not handled appropriately.

(RC-152) Poor Reputation for Integrity (RC-175) ICT Hardware Reputational Integrity Risks

(RF-15) Foundry is not a participant in a recognized trusted foundry or trusted supplier program

(RF-1076) Foundry cannot demonstrate or verify conformance to international quality standards

(RF-1073) Related supplies have been maliciously tainted

(RF-64) Supplier has history of malicious tampering with its supplies

(RC-150) Facilities Integrity Risks

(RF-1065) Production environment cannot physically isolate or provide separate zones for products with different levels of security needs

(RF-1064) Production environment has inadequate physical and cyber security processes to ensure product integrity

(RF-24) Manufacturing facility is not secure

(RC-54) Packaging Integrity Risks

(RF-1000) Supplier doesn't offer a support capability for customers with product integrity/tampering concerns

(RF-77) Box packaging does not have anti-tamper measures

(RF-992) Supplier doesn't use tamper resistant/proofing technologies on their products effectively

(RF-84) Pallets do not have anti-tamper measures

(RF-1002) Supplier's products are not clearly distinguishable in some way

(RF-1001) Materials used to protect the die or the components of a semiconductor lack functional integrity

(RF-1004) Packaging of mechanical supplies for shipment is not as expected

(RF-1003) Packaging of electrical supplies for shipment is not as expected

(RF-1005) Internal packaging of electrical supplies is not as expected

(RF-85) Shipping container does not have anti-tamper measures

(RC-156) Maintenance Integrity Risks

(RF-1098) The maintenance process requires elevated privileges such as "super user" or exposure of tamper-protected elements of the product.

(RF-1097) The existence of firms that claim to provide maintenance/support, but which charge less than manufacturer-provided or manufacturer-approved options.

(RF-1095) The vendor/manufacturer retains control of the maintenance process and the provisioning of that maintenance.

(RF-1096) The product requires specialized support, e.g., specialized training or qualification.

(RC-9) Supply Counterfeit

(RC-127) Unsanctioned Manufacturing

(RF-1045) Supplier lacks effective oversight and auditing of manufacturing materials to detect and prevent unsanctioned manufacturing

(RF-1043) Supplier operates the manufacturing line at a tempo in excess of what is authorized

(RF-1044) Supplier lacks effective security and oversight of manufacturing line to detect and prevent unsanctioned manufacturing

(RF-1041) Supplier's production line is not fully utilized even though raw materials are available

(RF-1040) Supplier's manufacturing line is not 24/7

(RF-1042) Supplier operates an extra unauthorized shift on the manufacturing line

(RC-126) Mislabeling

(RF-1035) Nameplate indicators of mechanical supplies are not as expected

(RF-1034) Supplier has a history of inconsistency in label design, placement, texture, etc.

(RC-131) ICT Hardware Mislabeling

(RF-1036) Electrical supplies are not marked as expected

(RC-139) ICT Hardware Board Mislabeling
(RF-261) Printed markings on board do not match printed markings on known genuine sample of board

(RF-1037) Markings on electrical supply are not permanent

(RC-140) ICT Hardware Chip Mislabeling (RF-89) Printed markings on chip package do not match printed markings on known genuine sample of chip

(RC-118) Technical Authenticity Risks

(RC-604) Non-ICT Hardware Authenticity Risks

(RF-1008) Valves indicate poor manufacture of mechanical supply

(RF-1007) Mechanical supplies indicate poor manufacture quality

(RF-1009) Small hardware indicates poor manufacture of mechanical supply

(RF-1010) Roller bearings indicate poor manufacture of mechanical supply

(RF-1006) Mechanical supplies include documentation that is not as expected

(RC-30) ICT Hardware Authenticity Risks

(RF-1022) Electrical supplies do not match known-good examples

(RC-62) ICT Hardware Device Authenticity

(RF-83) Device is or contains an electronic component identified as suspect or confirmed counterfeit

(RF-260) Device contains counterfeit chips

(RF-259) Device contains counterfeit boards

(RF-1011) Electrical supplies include documentation that is not as expected

(RF-1017) Radiological/X-ray testing reveals composition of electrical supplies not to specification

(RF-1019) Decapsulation reveals composition of electrical supplies not to specification

(RF-1021) Electrical supplies are prone to failure

(RF-1015) Leads or solder balls of electrical supply indicate poor manufacture

(RF-1023) Surface markings of electrical supply indicate modifications

(RF-1018) Scanning acoustic microscopy reveals composition of electrical supplies not to specification

(RC-73) ICT Hardware Board Authenticity

(RF-254) Board has visible physical deformities indicating board has been resurrected/recycled

(RF-258) Board contains counterfeit chips

(RF-255) Board resurfacing is detected indicating board is suspect counterfeit

(RF-79) Board is not authentic because it contains non-authentic parts

(RF-1016) X-ray fluorescence testing reveals composition of electrical supplies not to specification

(RF-1012) Dimensions of electrical supplies are not to specification

(RF-1020) Programmable parts do not function as required

(RF-1013) Surface of electrical supply indicates poor manufacture

(RF-1014) Surface finish of electrical supply is not permanent

(RC-31) ICT Hardware Chip (FPGA/ASIC) Authenticity
(RF-91) Chip has visible physical deformities indicating chip has been resurrected/recycled

(RF-118) Chip is identified as being a suspect or confirmed counterfeit.

(RC-128) Copycat Manufacturing

(RF-1046) OEM reports that unauthorized copies exist of the supply (product) 

(RF-1048) The tools and capability to produce copycat products exist beyond the bounds of the authorized manufacturer.

(RF-1049) Release of or loss of control of proprietary manufacturing data/trade secrets has occurred

(RC-3) Service Risks

(RC-287) Service Quality Risks

(RC-563) Service Quality Infrastructure Pedigree Risks(RF-925) Service providers do not provide a full accounting of where open source components are used in service chain

(RC-562) Service Quality Infrastructure Provenance Risks(RF-924) Service provider does not consistently maintain chain of custody for service infrastructure assets affecting provenance

(RC-300) Service Specific Quality Risks

(RC-309) Digital Service Specific Quality Risks(RF-932) Digital service provider does not have a regular update schedule.

(RC-317) Transportation Service Specific Quality Risks(RF-938) Delays in transport of goods

(RC-329) Advertising Service Specific Quality Risks

(RF-926) Advertiser does not have clear performance metrics

(RF-928) Advertiser does not advertise on diverse collection of venues (e.g., multiple websites) 

(RF-929) Poor advertising impairs a client's effectiveness

(RF-927) Advertiser does not have a robust quality control capability resulting in errors of advertising

(RC-325) Brokering Service Specific Quality Risks
(RF-930) Brokerage does not adequately vet its clients.

(RF-931) Poor brokering impairs a client's effectiveness.

(RC-572) Pharmaceutical Service Specific Quality Risks

(RC-321) Warehousing Service Specific Quality Risks(RF-939) Improper handling of warehoused goods

(RC-313) Manufacturing Service Specific Quality Risks

(RF-935) Manufacturing service provider does frequently assess the quality of the materials it receives from its suppliers.

(RF-936) Co-packing manufacturing does not meet the standard operating procedures to produce the product

(RF-937) Poor manufacturing services damage a client's business

(RF-934) Manufacturing service provider does not have robust QA processes

(RC-305) Engineering Service Specific Quality Risks(RF-933) Poor engineering services damage a client's business

(RF-920) Subcontractor or third party is not accountable for sub-par service

(RF-921) Service provider does not have an adequate quality assurance process.

(RF-922) Service is oversold or oversubscribed to meet quality standards

(RF-923) Service is not performed by sufficiently skilled personnel.

(RC-289) Service Reliability Risks

(RC-598) Service Infrastructure Redundancy Risks

(RC-302) Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-326) Brokering Service Specific Reliability Risks(RF-988) Brokerage does not periodically assess its clients' health and offerings.

(RC-306) Engineering Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-314) Manufacturing Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-597) Pharmaceutical Service Specific Reliability Risks(RF-991) Provider loses their license to provide the service (e.g., FDA, DEA, USDA license to operate/possess).

(RC-330) Advertising Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-318) Transportation Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-310) Digital Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-322) Warehousing Service Specific Reliability Risks

(RC-587) Service Reliability Infrastructure 
Provenance Risks

(RF-984) Contract is not tied to the provider's ability to perform the service

(RF-982) Service will not be supported by provider throughout entire expected length of life cycle

(RF-981) Tariffs, embargos or other governmental influence over market conditions

(RC-599) Service Infrastructure Diversity Risks

(RC-588) Service Reliability Infrastructure Pedigree 
Risks

(RF-986) Service is reliant on potentially volatile commodities

(RF-987) Service subject to changes in tax codes or commodity regulations

(RF-985) Service is forced to change to meet regulatory requirements

(RF-980) Loss of key personnel or IP to spin-off

(RF-976) Service-provider unable to continue service through sustainment and end-of-

(RF-977) Service supply chain lacks diversity

(RF-972) Service provider does not have redundancy and mitigation plans to recover from a disruption in service

(RF-979) Manner of performance cannot be changed

(RF-975) Contract is not reviewed periodically to identify breaches, loopholes, and changing service requirements

(RF-974) Contract does not allow flexibility to prevent service-provider lock-in in the event of changing conditions for the service

(RF-971) Service suffers from a lack of improvement or competition to improve.

(RF-978) Service contract cannot be terminated or modified

(RC-286) Service Security Risks

(RC-294) Service Specific Security Risks

(RC-303) Engineering Service Specific Security Risks(RF-911) Engineering service provider seeks to own intellectual property to perform the engineering service

(RC-327) Advertising Service Specific Security Risks
(RF-907) Advertising service collects or reveals personal information of users without explicit permission

(RF-906) Advertiser discloses sensitive or proprietary data to other clients or in advertisements

(RC-323) Brokering Service Specific Security Risks(RF-908) Brokerage shares or fails to properly protect client's proprietary information with other clients

(RC-311) Manufacturing Service Specific Security Risks(RF-912) Manufacturing co-packer steals or attempts to own the formula or composition of materials to perform the service

(RC-307) Digital Service Specific Security Risks
(RF-909) Digital service provider does not employ (externally or internally) a data security team for response and recovery 

(RF-910) Digital service provider does not disclose its data protection practices

(RC-560) Pharmaceutical Service Specific Security Risks

(RC-319) Warehousing Service Specific Security Risks(RF-913) Warehousing service provider's shipping services are not held to the same standards as others in securing locations

(RC-315) Transportation Service Specific Security Risks

(RC-11) Remote/Virtual Access to Service 
Infrastructure Risks

(RF-108) Concerns for who has remote access to service infrastructure software for patching, servicing, etc.

(RF-109) Concerns for who has remote access to the facility for servicing

(RF-103) Concerns for who has remote access to service infrastructure hardware for servicing

(RC-296) Service Security Infrastructure Pedigree 
Risks

(RF-918) Service is comprised of complex system of systems where the vendor provides the service and the supplies necessary for the service.

(RF-917) Service introduces vulnerabilities to customers, or uses infrastructure with known vulnerabilities

(RF-919) In a merger, acquisition, divestiture and outsourcing context, services provided by any shared assets are needed to perform the service

(RC-295) Service Security Infrastructure 
Provenance Risks

(RF-914) Service is performed by persons not authorized to work for the customer.

(RF-915) Service requires all data to provide the service flow through hubs that are related to country(ies) of concern

(RF-916) Service provider relies on known-compromised infrastructure

(RC-10) Physical Access to Service Infrastructure 
Risks

(RF-106) Concerns for who has access to service infrastructure hardware for servicing

(RF-105) Concerns for who can gain access to the service infrastructure software (updates, replacements, etc.) 

(RF-107) Concerns for who can gain access to the facility (updates, replacements, etc.) 

(RF-897) Service is not audited for security

(RF-889) Access and Privilege incidents and violations are not actively monitored, reported, and effectively corrected

(RF-884) Service is critical to all business or mission operations (a bottleneck or single point of failure/vulnerability).

(RF-899) Contract locks-in service-provider even if service is not in the best interest of the product

(RF-892) Backups, recovery, and continuity of operations (COOP) practices are not defined, documented, and incorporated into the system design and operating procedures to support timely continuity of availability of 
Mission/Business critical Information, Functions, Services, and Assets through routine and crisis operations

(RF-894) Service provider steals intellectual property

(RF-883) Service provider monitors users without their permission or beyond what is necessary to provide the service

(RF-877) No provisions to mitigate changes in jurisdictions that affect the protection of the data/service

(RF-885) Sensitive information or context are exposed in performance of the service

(RF-881) Services involve multiple or significant number or parties to perform

(RF-875) Foreseeable technological improvements render the service less secure.

(RF-878) Long service period exploited by adversaries through acquisition or infiltration

(RF-879) Service contracts are not reviewed after service supplier business changes structure.

(RF-886) Identities of authorized individuals are not documented and vetted and credentials validated to support effective physical and electronic access and privilege management to Mission/Business critical information, 
services, and assets

(RF-876) Export Control Risks

(RF-888) The processes for assessing and allowing access and privilege credentials are not based on documented, incorporated, and trained upon processes

(RF-882) Service provider collects data about its customers that is beyond the control of those customers and could be leveraged or sold to a country of concern

(RF-887) Service involves credentials that are not protected from loss, misuse, and manipulation

(RF-891) Vulnerability scans are not conducted and patches and corrections are not documented and implemented to prevent and reduce opportunities for vulnerability exploitations that lead to the loss of Confidentiality, 
Integrity, or Availability of Mission/Business Critical Information, Functions, Services, and Assets through routine and crisis operations

(RF-893) Vulnerability and Resilience Management incidents and violations are not actively monitored, reported, and effectively corrected

(RF-896) Service supplier process for vetting 3rd party suppliers lacks rigor affecting the security of the service

(RF-890) Authentication and Access Control Practices are not incorporated into and enforced through service level agreements, contracts, policies, regulatory practices

(RF-880) Acquisition, sale or spin-off of critical assets to perform the service is of concern

(RF-898) Customers do not own intellectual property created using the service

(RC-288) Service Integrity Risks

(RC-301) Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-308) Digital Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-304) Engineering Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-586) Pharmaceutical Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-312) Manufacturing Service Specific Integrity Risks
(RF-970) Integrity risks when co-packing manufacturers do not carry liability insurance

(RF-969) Co-packing manufacturers claiming ownerships in the components/ingredients that make up the final product

(RC-320) Warehousing Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-328) Advertising Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RF-968) Advertiser plagiarizes another provider's unique advertising methods

(RF-967) Advertiser defames other organizations or individuals.

(RF-966) Advertiser fails to comply with regulations governing communication or advertising.

(RC-324) Brokering Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-316) Transportation Service Specific Integrity Risks

(RC-576) Service Integrity Infrastructure 
Pedigree Risks

(RF-958) Supervisor of the service does not have the requisite knowledge to provide adequate oversight

(RF-959) Supplier is not required to flow down obligations to sub-contractors

(RF-956) Changes in business partnerships (M&A, joint ventures) are subject to review and approval.

(RF-960) Service is impacted by consortium of providers

(RF-957) Supplier is not required to declare the services it is receiving from other companies

(RC-577) Asset Inventory and Audit Management 
Practice [Asset and Audit] Risks

(RF-964) Asset Inventory and Audit data are not reviewed and assessed to support an effective known configuration of the system or remediated in a timely fashion

(RF-962) Mission/Business Critical backup, reserve, and replacement assets are not inventoried, and periodically audited to assure their initial and continued pedigree, accountability and integrity

(RF-961) Mission/Business Critical operational assets are not inventoried and periodically audited to assure their initial and continued pedigree, accountability and integrity

(RF-963) Asset Inventory and Audit data are not protected from loss, corruption, or manipulation

(RF-965) Asset Inventory and Audit Management Practices are not incorporated into and enforced through service level agreements, contracts, policies, regulatory practices

(RC-575) Service Integrity Infrastructure Provenance Risks

(RF-954) End User License Agreement (EULA) changes don't require acknowledgement by customer

(RF-952) Contract does not address expectations for foreign outsourcing of third party subcontracting

(RF-955) Service purports to provide protection for data or capability indefinitely

(RF-950) Services provided where bribes and other unethical acts considered a normal business practice

(RF-951) Services don’t seem bounded by time or some pre-condition that indicates a beginning and end.

(RF-953) Service provider does not disclose the use of open source software

(RF-948) Risks are transferable to third-party subcontractors

(RF-946) Service doesn’t require reporting when there is a law enforcement request or government request

(RF-941) Service-provider is not held accountable for lapses in service or meeting obligations

(RF-947) Service does not include a requirement to disclose changes to the terms of service (30/60/90) days before they occur

(RF-945) Service doesn’t define who owns the data or the data is solely owned by the platform on which it is created

(RF-944) Service is provided in a location or jurisdictions requiring disclosure of user information to the local government or partnering nations

(RF-940) Service relies on software with known dual use issues

(RF-943) Service does not require reporting of significant changes to how data is captured, stored, or shared to the customer. 

(RF-942) Service includes creating information on platforms where reliance of security in data is dependent on the terms of service

(RF-949) Provider shares with third parties critical information gathered through use of its service

(RC-1) Supplier Risks

(RC-13) Supplier Financial Stability Risks

(RC-257) Short-term Financial Health Risks

(RF-31) Supplier is not sufficiently profitable

(RF-858) Supplier does not maintain adequate cashflow to sustainably support operations

(RF-197) Supplier has concerning inventory turnover rate

(RF-200) Supplier does not maintain adequate liquidity

(RC-256) Financial Stewardship Risks

(RF-201) Supplier has history of late payments

(RF-55) Supplier management behavior contributes to financial instability

(RF-28) Supplier has history of bankruptcies

(RF-29) Organization Supplier has history of financial regulatory agency (state, federal (or foreign counterpart) investigations.

(RF-19) Supplier lacks currency in public filings

(RF-204) Supplier falls behind its competitors in R&D investment level

(RF-32) Supplier has poor credit rating

(RF-33) Supplier has history of being target of lawsuits

(RC-260) Adverse Market Factors

(RF-59) Supplier is unable to maintain market share in relation to its competitors

(RF-30) Supplier lacks depth of experience

(RF-58) Supplier has highly volatile stock price

(RF-61) Supplier financial stability vulnerable to market decline

(RF-867) Supplier operates in a declining industry

(RC-258) Long-term Financial Health Risks
(RF-866) Supplier is unable to manage assets and maintain solvency

(RF-196) Supplier may be unable to service its debts

(RC-262) Foreign Financial Obligations(RF-42) Financial interests of supplier are subject to contractual obligations to a country of concern

(RC-76) Supplier Organizational Security Risks

(RC-403) Technical Operations Risks

(RF-432) Scope and management of assets

(RF-436) Insufficient maturity of operational management

(RF-431) Complex and non-standard technology architectures 

(RF-430) Inadequate technical policy, governance, and resourcing

(RF-435) Age/complexity of technology systems

(RF-434) Complex technical dependencies

(RC-441) Cyber Threat Intelligence Risks

(RF-533) Recent sightings of known active threats by relevant peers

(RC-442) Recent internal sightings of known active threats

(RF-537) Recent internal sightings of known active threat actors

(RF-536) Recent internal sightings of known active attack pattern threats

(RF-535) Recent internal sightings of known active threat campaigns

(RF-534) Recent internal sightings of known active malware threats

(RF-532) Known active threats against peers

(RF-530) Known active threats against relevant industry

(RF-531) Known active threats against relevant geographies

(RF-538) Recent internal sightings of insider threat behaviors

(RC-16) Security Training Deficiencies

(RF-428) Employee security training does not adequately prepare all employees to respond to security incidents

(RF-427) Employee security training does not cover full range of security disciplines

(RF-57) There is not sufficient organic supply chain security awareness training for all levels of employees

(RF-429) Employee security training is not frequent enough to maintain currency with threats.

{RC-346) Security Capabilities and Operations Risks

(RC-410) Software Assurance Risks

(RC-416) Software code analysis risks

(RF-485) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software code analysis findings

(RF-482) Inadequate Manual-Pattern secure code review

(RF-483) Inadequate software static analysis

(RF-484) Inadequate software dynamic analysis

(RC-417) Software security testing risks

(RF-486) Inadequate security testing

(RF-487) Inadequate fuzz testing

(RF-488) Inadequate penetration testing

(RF-489) Inadequate mitigation or remediation of software security testing findings

(RC-419) Software secure integration and 
deployment risks

(RF-494) Inadequate security design of software integration and deployment process

(RF-495) Insufficient security protection of software integration and deployment process

(RC-422) Third party component risks

(RF-500) Insufficient security vetting of third party components

(RC-423) Open source software risks

(RF-501) Insufficient security review of open source software

(RF-502) Insufficient security testing of open source software

(RF-504) Inadequate maintenance for open source software

(RF-503) Inadequate contribution control for open source software

(RC-411) Software Assurance process risks

(RF-473) Inadequately implemented software secure development lifecycle (SDLC) 

(RF-474) Insufficiently effective software secure development lifecycle (SDLC) 

(RF-472) Inadequately specified software secure development lifecycle (SDLC)

(RC-421) Software pedigree and provenance 
risks

(RF-498) Insufficient visibility and transparency of software pedigree and provenance

(RF-499) Insufficient management of software pedigree and provenance

(RC-420) Software secure update risks
(RF-497) Insufficient security protection of software update process

(RF-496) Insufficient software update process

(RC-413) Software security requirements risks
(RF-475) Inadequate consistency in explicit specification of security requirements

(RF-476) Inadequate security requirements review

(RC-418) Software secure build risks

(RF-490) Inadequate security design of software build process

(RF-491) Choices of software build toolchain insufficiently justified for security

(RF-493) Insufficient security protection of software build process

(RF-492) Insufficient consistency of software build process

(RC-415) Software coding language risks
(RF-480) Choices of utilized coding languages insufficiently justified for security

(RF-481) Utilization of insufficiently secure coding languages

(RC-414) Software architecture and design 
security risks

(RF-477) Insufficient software architecture security review

(RF-478) Insufficient software design security review

(RF-479) Insufficient software threat modeling

(RC-70) Vulnerability Management Risks

(RF-441) Inadequate patching of known relevant vulnerabilities

(RF-438) Supplier lacks effective vulnerability management process

(RF-437) Supplier lacks formal vulnerability management process

(RF-439) Supplier inadequately tracks relevant vulnerabilities for their technical ecosystem

(RF-440) Inadequate mitigation planning for known relevant vulnerabilities

(RC-408) Inadequate technical security solutions

(RF-464) Insufficiently effective sandboxing solutions

(RF-456) Insufficiently effective anti-malware solutions

(RF-465) Insufficiently effective network traffic analysis solutions

(RF-458) Insufficiently effective email security solutions

(RF-461) Insufficiently effective security information and even management (SIEM) solutions

(RF-467) Insufficiently effective encryption and public key infrastructure (PKI) solutions

(RF-460) Insufficiently effective intrusion prevention system (IPS) solutions

(RF-457) Insufficiently effective endpoint security solutions

(RF-455) Insufficiently effective firewall solutions

(RF-462) Insufficiently effective anomaly detection solutions

(RF-466) Insufficiently effective virtual private network (VPN) solutions

(RF-459) Insufficiently effective application security solutions

(RF-463) Insufficiently effective wireless security solutions

(RC-424) Hardware Assurance Risks

(RC-430) Hardware fabrication risks(RF-512) Inadequate hardware fabrication process

(RC-432) Hardware system integration risks

(RC-427) Hardware logic design risks(RF-509) Inadequate hardware logic design process

(RC-431) Hardware packaging and testing risks(RF-513) Inadequate hardware packaging and testing process

(RC-425) Hardware assurance process risks

(RF-506) Inadequately implemented system engineering development process

(RF-507) Insufficiently effective system engineering development process

(RF-505) Inadequately specified system engineering development process

(RC-429) Hardware verification risks(RF-511) Inadequate hardware verification process

(RC-426) Hardware specification risks(RF-508) Inadequate hardware specification process

(RC-428) Hardware physical design risks(RF-510) Inadequate hardware physical design process

(RC-409) Insufficient Security Vetting

(RF-471) Insufficient security vetting of relevant personnel

(RF-413) Insufficient security vetting of supplier facilities

(RF-470) Insufficient security vetting of supplier security operations

(RF-414) Violation of Security Policy

(RC-407) Insufficient Access Control

(RF-453) Users of supplier networks are not subject to roles-based privileges/access

(RF-452) Information about sensitive programs is made available to those without a need-to-know

(RF-448) Unauthorized personnel can gain access to the facility

(RF-449) Unauthorized personnel can gain access to software

(RF-104) Unauthorized personnel can gain access to hardware

(RC-406) Security Controls Management Risks

(RF-405) Exposure of internet facing assets

(RF-442) Supplier lacks a formal security controls plan

(RF-444) Inappropriately configured security controls

(RC-433) Security Staffing risks

(RF-515) Inadequate levels of relevant security training for security-focused staffing

(RF-516) Inadequate levels of relevant security certification for security-focused staffing

(RF-514) Inadequate levels of security-focused staffing

(RF-517) Insufficient level of operational authority for security concerns

(RF-518) Insufficient visibility and integration between security operations and technical operations

(RC-434) Cyber Threat Activity Risks

(RF-529) Efficacy of courses of action (control, mitigation, remediation, etc.) 

(RC-435) External Cyber Threat Activity Risks

(RF-521) External Security Compromises/Breaches Risks

(RF-519) External Cyber Threat Activity Trending Risks

(RF-520) External Cyber Security Incidents Risks

(RC-436) Internal Cyber Threat Activity Risks

(RF-525) Internal Security Compromises/Breaches Risks

(RF-381) Internal Cyber Security Incidents Risks

(RC-283) Indications of Compromise

(RF-384) Supplier resources/information illicitly available online

(RC-440) Suspicious Network Traffic

(RF-526) Supplier communicates with known malicious ICT

(RF-527) Unintended supplier communications with foreign networks

(RF-522) Cyber Alerts Risks

(RC-400) Security Governance and Compliance Risks

(RF-404) Inadequate maturity/formality/efficacy of security policies and procedures 

(RF-425) Supplier has a poor security and compliance track record

(RF-426) Inadequate governance processes for security policies and procedures

(RF-424) Supplier does not meet basic cyber security standards.

(RC-4) Supplier Susceptibility

(RC-22) Susceptibility due to Location

(RF-425) Supplier has a poor security and compliance track record

(RF-426) Inadequate governance processes for security policies and procedures

(RF-424) Supplier does not meet basic cyber security standards.

(RF-239) Supplier operational locations in countries with problematic national governance

(RF-226) Supplier operational locations in country/ies of concern

(RF-549) Supplier's sub-suppliers are in country/ies of concern

(RF-2) Manufacturing/R&D occurs in country/ies of concern

(RF-237) Supplier operational locations in countries with prevalency of national corruption

(RC-25) Susceptibility due to Industry Sector
(RF-547) Supplier operates within commonly targeted industry sector

(RF-410) Susceptibility due to indirect purchasing

(RC-21) Susceptibility due to Personnel
(RF-23) Personal financial situation of any key management personnel (KMP) is of concern

(RF-17) Citizenship of key management personnel (KMP) and employees is in country/ies of concern

(RC-448) Susceptibility due to Espionage
(RF-408) Supplier targeted by commercial espionage

(RF-409) Supplier targeted by state-sponsored espionage

(RC-24) Susceptibility due to Customers

(RF-554) Supplier customer affiliation with high-value commercial entities

(RF-555) Supplier customer base is in foreign countries

(RF-49) Supplier customer base is in country/ies of concern

(RC-47) Supplier customer affiliation with 
governmental entities

(RF-552) Supplier customer affiliation with intelligence service entities

(RF-553) Supplier customer affiliation with law enforcement entities

(RF-551) Supplier customer affiliation with military entities

(RF-53) Public disclosure of supplier customer affiliation with the federal government

(RC-23) Technical Susceptibility(RC-84) Technology dependencies

(RF-565) Supplier leverages technology platforms shared with high-value commercial entities.

(RF-564) Supplier leverages technology platforms shared with governmental entities.

(RF-50) Risks related to supplier dependency on particular technology choices that affect the likelihood of them being targeted, compromised or otherwise adversely affected by malicious actors.

(RF-563) Development of operational technology used by the supplier occurs in country/ies of concern.

(RF-411) Susceptibility due to targeted corporate acquisitions

(RC-20) Supplier Quality Culture Risks

(RC-630) Subcontractor Supply Chain Hygiene Risks
(RF-56) Subcontractor lacks unambiguous guidance and expectations of the contractor's hygiene requirements

(RF-1106) Supplier does not conduct effective audits of subcontractor hygiene

(RC-82) Supplier has Performance Issues on Contracts 
with other Companies

(RF-18) Supplier has had one or more contracts terminated

(RF-46) Supplier has unusual growth compared with its peers

(RF-20) Supplier has demonstrated an inability to execute on contracts it has with others

(RC-18) Subcontractor Supply Chain Security Risks

(RF-1103) Supplier uses subcontractors that mis-represent meeting or adhering to quality standards

(RF-1100) Supplier relies on an industry sector that has a history of inconsistent or poor quality subcomponents or services

(RF-1101) Supplier's low margins on product/services sales affect quality of subcomponents they use

(RF-1102) Supplier uses subcontracted staff and their tenure is lower than industry or local standards

(RC-19) Internal Quality Control Risks

(RF-1107) Market cycles are so short that quality is commonly sacrificed.

(RF-1109) Supplier consistently fails to resolve competing priorities in favor of supply (product) quality

(RF-1108) Supplier specifically aims at having the least expensive product in a market, focusing on public perception of cost rather than quality.

(RC-632) Internal SCRM Policy and Practices Risks

(RF-1110) Supplier lacks formal, documented policies and procedures for SCRM that results in poor or inconsistent quality.

(RF-1111) Supplier's guidance to staff regarding SCRM policies and procedures may result in poor or inconsistent quality

(RF-1113) Supplier's guidance in the form of policies, processes and procedures do not adequately address SCRM

(RF-43) Company has a low Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Rating

(RC-105) Supplier Organizational Effectiveness Risks

(RC-538) Structural & Operational Instability
(RF-244) Supplier has frequently restructured through mergers & acquisitions

(RF-245) Supplier has high operational volatility

(RC-537) Geographical/Geopolitical Instability

(RF-242) Supplier facilities are located in areas prone to natural disasters

(RF-238) Supplier facilities are located in areas prone to political instability

(RF-240) Supplier facilities are located in areas prone to geopolitical instability

(RF-243) Supplier facilities have a high geographic concentration

(RC-7) Supplier Ethical Risks

(RC-15) Association with Foreign Intelligence Service (FIS) 
or Foreign Military Entity

(RC-71) Supplier and/or key management personnel 
(KMP) have an association with a Foreign Intelligence 
Service (FIS) 

(RF-36) Any known or presumed associations of key management personnel (KMP) family members 
or their known associates with a foreign intelligence service

(RF-37) Any known or presumed involvement of supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) 
cooperation with a foreign intelligence service in intelligence gathering

(RF-35) Any known or presumed associations of key management personnel (KMP) with a foreign 
intelligence service

(RF-34) Any convictions or solid evidence of supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) 
involvement in espionage activities for a foreign government

(RF-386) Any known direct coordination with a foreign intelligence service

(RC-285) Supplier and/or key management 
personnel (KMP) have an association with a foreign 
military entity

(RF-389) Any known or presumed associations of key management personnel (KMP) family members or their 
known associates with a foreign military entity

(RF-388) Any known or presumed associations of key management personnel (KMP) with a foreign military 
entity

(RF-390) Any known or presumed involvement of a supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) 
cooperation with a foreign military entity in intelligence gathering

(RF-391) Any known direct coordination with a foreign military entity

(RF-208) Intellectual property litigation involving supplier

(RC-26) Pattern of Criminal Behavior

(RF-39) Supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) have engaged in industrial espionage

(RF-41) Supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) have been convicted of criminal activities

(RC-281) Intentional avoidance of sales restrictions

(RF-379) Supplier has intentionally avoided sales restrictions through use of front companies

(RF-380) Supplier has intentionally avoided sales restrictions through illicit use of technology brokers

(RF-114) Software has malicious attributes hidden so as to be responsive to some triggering condition

(RF-40) Supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) have knowingly sold counterfeit 
parts or tainted parts (e.g., containing malware)

(RC-83) Supplier has/had violated export control laws

(RF-22) Supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) have partnerships with 
companies/countries that, according to credible and corroborated information, have violated 
export control laws or that have sold significant technology to a country of concern.

(RF-54) There is credible and corroborated information that the supplier and/or key 
management personnel (KMP) participates/participated in intentional illegal technology 
transfers

(RF-568) Supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) have been targets of national or 
international criminal investigation

(RF-38) Supplier and/or key management personnel (KMP) have demonstrated malicious intent

(RF-72) Company does not adhere to business compliance norms

(RF-209) Supplier sanction list status

(RC-6) Supplier External Influences

(RC-5) Ownership and Control Risks

(RF-230) Supplier is wholly or partially owned by a foreign entity

(RF-211) Degree of key stakeholder citizenship from country/ies of concern

(RF-231) Supplier's KMP or owners cannot be identified

(RF-241) Key Management Personnel (KMP) or owners are Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) 

(RF-225) Supplier restructures operations on behalf of a foreign 

(RF-232) Supplier is registered or incorporated in a foreign country

(RF-1) Key Management Personnel (KMP) or owners have relationships to non-state organizations of concern

(RF-371) Supplier has merged with, acquired, or been acquired by a foreign entity 

(RC-534) Foreign Business Relationship Risks

(RF-400) Supplier does direct business with the government of a country of concern

(RF-399) Supplier does direct business with the government of a country that is not a country of concern

(RF-44) Supplier has foreign relationship(s) with country/ies of concern

(RF-401) Supplier does indirect business with the government of a country that is not a country of concern

(RF-402) Supplier does indirect business with the government of a country of concern

(RF-412) Supplier income is from foreign sources

(RC-536) Adverse Corporate Influences(RF-816) Supplier has merged with, acquired, or been acquired by another company which introduces potential external influences not previously present


